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Kids of Colour is a platform for young people of colour to explore race, identity and
culture and to challenge the everyday, institutional racism that shapes their lives. (Here is
a video explaining institutional racism. Alternatively, YouTube 'systemic racism explained
acctv').
 
We use the term 'young person of colour', but we are specific when discussing issues that
affect certain groups. We encourage you to use the term you prefer, that you identify
most with.
 
This pack can be completed by young people of all races, and aims to guide you through
some interesting discussions about race, identity and culture. Ideally, it is completed with
other young people or adults face-to-face for more meaningful discussion, but it can be
done over the phone, FaceTime etc. It does not need to be done all at once!
 
Some discussions may be harder for you depending on your experiences, so please make
contact with Kids of Colour if you would like to share thoughts or want support.
 
For Parents/Guardians: Younger age groups (10 and under) will require more adult help
to guide them through, and conversations will likely take different forms to older age
groups. Some activities' suitability (such as watching Noughts + Crosses) will be
dependent on what you allow for your child.
 
Some activities require internet. There are links included in the e-document and
instructions otherwise. Get in touch if you do not have internet access and we will come
up with a solution. 
 
 

We will award vouchers to the best contributions sent in to Kids of Colour!
 

Kids of Colour has the views shared below. 
(There is no need to worry if you do not understand everything below!)

 
Although race is a social construct (meaning, not biologically real) and was created to
support racism, we do not believe ignoring the existence of race is the solution when
racism is real. So this project talks about race, a lot!
 
Racial prejudice can be experienced by everyone, but this tends to occur due to an
individual's personal discriminatory views. It does not hold the power of racism, and is
therefore not the same as racism.
 
Racism  = racial prejudice + power. It is experienced by people of colour and people
racialised as not white. It is committed both by individuals and through institutions.
Racism is a part of many of society's structures (education, employment, criminal justice,
housing) and this helps uphold racial inequality.
 
An ally  is  someone who actively challenges an issue that may affect an individual or
group, despite not being directly affected by that issue.

INTRODUCTION
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrHIQIO_bdQ


KEY
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When activities say: 

DISCUSS We want you to really think about yourself and who
you are. Make notes of anything interesting, each take turns to

talk, question and challenge each other. Think about differences
or similarities in experience between you and others.

WATCH OR LISTEN Take time to process the information you
are taking in. Sometimes it helps to watch or listen to something

once first, then stop and think. Then repeat for deeper
reflections. Make notes of your feelings or thoughts as you do

so.

REFLECT This will be after we have asked you to watch or listen
to something. We are asking you to self-reflect. Think about you

and your experiences, spend time thinking about why some
people's experiences may be new to you. Do not feel the need

to have answers immediately.

CREATE OR COLLECT Although we have guided you in how to
create or collect something in each activity, if you have a better
way to be creative, that suits how you like to learn and what you

enjoy: then do it! Tasks are flexible.

ACTION At the end, we ask you to think of actions. Things that
you and others can do to help challenge racism. These can be

small things you think are easily doable, big things that may take
a lot of work, or a mix. No matter how big or small, it is

important we challenge ourselves and others to be better.



How often do you think about your race?
What is it you think about? 
When did you first start thinking about your race?
What do you love about your race and culture?
How is your race connected to who you are and your identity? 
What do you feel are some of the challenges you may face because of your
race?
How do you overcome them, as both an individual and with others?
Is there a time that you have experienced racism, or witnessed racism? What
was it? How did you feel? What did you feel like you could do? 
How do you feel a white person's experience differs to yours?
What do you hope to see more of from white friends, family and community to
help tackle racism?
Who are your role models of the same race as you?

Do you identify as having the same race as those at home?
What is it like having a different race to your family/household/group?
How do your parents'/guardians' experiences differ from your own?
How do you support each other as a group with different experiences of race? 

At Kids of Colour, we like to get young people talking about their own race,
identity and culture. Doing this supports young people of colour to share things
they may not usually be asked about, and in some cases leads white people to
think about their race for the first time. So let's start with conversations. Try to
discuss each answer deeply, and feel free to go off script!
 
 
For families/households/groups of colour (or those who face racism but
do not use this term):

 
 
Additional questions for mixed-race families/households/groups:

We think it is important that people of all races start thinking about how their own
race affects their lives (whether positively or negatively) so we have a better
understanding of how race and racism exist in society. We need to have empathy
for one another in order to want to change things, and need to reflect on our own
and other people's experiences. 

Conversations about race, identity and culture...

ACTIVITY ONE: DISCUSS
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How often do you think about your race?
What is it you think about? 
When did you first start thinking about your race?
What do you love about your identity and culture?
How is your race connected to who you are and your identity? 
What do you feel are some of the privileges you may hold because of your
race?
How do you think people of a different race to you experience their lives?
What may be the challenges, benefits or things that are celebrated?
Is there a time that you have witnessed someone being racist, or can you
think of something you felt was racist? What was it? How did you feel? What
did you feel like you could do? 
How do you make sure you support those who face racism, as an individual
and a community?
Name some role models of a different race to you. What is it they have
taught you? What do you admire? Do you often see role models of a different
race to you in society? Discuss.

For white families/households/groups:

Did you learn anything that you

did not know about the other

people you're speaking to?
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How did it make you feel?
How does this reflect racism in the UK today? 
Who do you most empathise with?
Whose experience, if any, is closest to yours?
What challenges arise in a relationship between a Nought and a Cross?
What messages should be taken away?
What do you think the episode did well? 
What could have been done better?
What did you learn?

Head over to BBC iPlayer and start watching Noughts + Crosses, an important
story that reflects closely the experiences of many people of colour in the UK
today.
 
Note: If you do not have access to the internet at home, get in touch
and we will see if we can get a copy of the book sent out to you.
 
After each episode (or chapter, if you're reading), reflect and discuss. You can
use the following questions as a guide:
 

ACTIVITY TWO: WATCH
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https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/p082w992/noughts-crosses


Head over to our YouTube channel. You can also do this via our website:
www.kidsofcolour.com 

 
Here you will find videos of young people's experiences that we would like you

to reflect on. Start with Jess', then reflect on some of the below questions. 

ACTIVITY THREE: REFLECT

Do you share any experiences with
Jess? If so, what?
Is this similar to any of your friends'
or family members' experiences?
What have you learned about Jess'
experience of racism? Did you
learn anything you did not realise
was a problem?
Which individuals or institutions
are affecting Jess?
Who or what needs to change for
progress to be made? 
What is it you admire about Jess?

Repeat with as
many videos as

you like!
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcCZOh8AusathhNJUjIXHNQ/videos?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcCZOh8AusathhNJUjIXHNQ/videos?view_as=subscriber
http://kidsofcolour.com/


Why not make your own? 
 
Using your phone if you have one available, interview and record a sibling or
young person you share a home with, ask someone to record you, or record
yourself. We always start with your name, age and where you are from.
 
Next, our conversations lead with 'what does it mean to be a young person of
colour today?'. If you are not a young person of colour, perhaps think about
what it means to be a good ally to your friends who may face racism, create
messages of support that share how you are going to help challenge racism
going forward.
 
Feel free to send them to Kids of Colour if you'd like them shared! Alternatively,
you can write a piece for our blog and send it across.

ACTIVITY FOUR: CREATE
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What do the lyrics make you feel?
What do the lyrics say about growing up as a black person in the UK?
What are the positives, what are the challenges?
Is what Dave shares reflective of what you know or understand?
If you are not black, can you connect with any of the experiences shared?
How do we tackle some of the issues raised?
How do you think the rest of society feel about Dave's music?

Listen to the track 'Black' by Dave with someone
(Note: there are some swear words in the last verse)

 
In this track (and others), Dave shares how he views the black British

experience.
 

Listen to the lyrics. Find them to read online if that helps you. 
 

Go through each verse with someone: 
 
 

"Look, black is growin' up around the barbershop
Mummy sayin', stay away from trouble, you're in yard a lot

Studying for ages, appreciating the chance you got
'Cause black is in your blood

And you ain't even got the heart to stop"
 

 
Discuss your thoughts. Ask each other questions, use the below as guidance.
 

 
If you are watching the video, it includes other celebrities you are likely to
know. How have they been important to discussions about racism in the UK?

ACTIVITY FIVE: LISTEN
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDUPSNdmFew


ACTIVITY SIX: DISCUSS

Begin by watching this video on YouTube that explains 'intersectionality', or
search 'Intersectionality 101' on YouTube.

 
As individuals, we have lots of things that play a part in forming our identity.
Alongside our personal interests and life experiences, there are lots of
commonly shared characteristics that play a part in shaping us, and they can be
both brilliant and at times, challenging.
 
Some are listed below in boxes. With someone else, do the following:
 
1) Discuss each box one by one. How does each box shape your identity and
who you are, if at all?
2) Start connecting some of the boxes and think about how those connections
between some boxes shape and affect you. E.g. What is it like to be a young,
black, working class, girl? This is 'intersectionality'.
 
Do you and the person you are talking to have similar or different experiences?
Do others face any challenges or privileges that you had not considered?
 
What can you do to support those who may face a challenge because of a
particular box? If you feel you face challenges, what is it that gives you strength
to resist injustices you may face?

Race Class

Gender

Sexuality

Religion

Culture Age
Disability

Nationality
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6dnj2IyYjE


In the UK, so much of the history we are told is a misleading representation of
events. So many stories have not been told or are ignored. When it comes to
the UK's history of racism and the resistance led by people of colour and their
allies, this is particularly true.
 
It is important we remember the challenges many have faced in our history, and
the individual and collective fights to challenge injustice through history: no
matter how big or small. 
 
An important part of Kids of Colour is storytelling. In this activity, we want you to
speak to someone of an older generation to you in your home, or someone
further away on the phone. A parent, guardian, sibling or grandparent perhaps. 
 
We want you to ask them to reflect on key moments in their own history where
they have been part of challenging injustices, or saw others doing so. Why was
this moment important to them, how did it impact their identity now? Does the
injustice still exist today? What differences do they see between the ways
generations tackle this, or other injustices now? How have things got better or
worse? What remains the same?
 
Ask questions and learn from these personal oral histories. Think about what
inspires you or what you would do differently. 
 
Collect them in your preferred method: write them down, record them, create
some art based on the story you are told.
 

 We would love to hear about any interesting discussions!

ACTIVITY SEVEN: COLLECT
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ACTIVITY EIGHT: ACTION

The actions I want individuals, the public and institutions to
take to end racism:

Make a list and send it to us on social media @kidsofcolourhq or by email
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ACTIVITY NINE: ACTION

The actions I will take as an individual to challenge racism:

Make a list and send it to us on social media @kidsofcolourhq or by email
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RESOURCES

Noughts + Crosses (series) by Malorie Blackman 
The Hate U Give and On the Come Up by Angie Thomas
Natives by Akala
It's Not About the Burqa Edited by Mariam Khan
Little Leaders: Bold Women in Black History by Vashti Harrison
I Am Malala by Malala Yousafzai with Patricia McCormick 
When Dimple Met Rishi by Sandhya Menon
The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon
The Book of Unknown Americans by Cristina Henriquez

'Intersectionality 101' 
'Systemic racism explained' by ACCTV
'Roads From the Past' (with additional resources on Gyspy, Roma and
Traveller communities here or via the site 'Friends, Families and Travellers')

'The State of Racism' series in The Metro (online)
Gal-dem (online)

Noughts + Crosses
Avatar: The Last Airbender 
Avatar: The Legend of Korra 

Blinded by the Light
The Hate U Give
To All the Boys I've Loved Before
Crazy Rich Asians

'Have you heard George's podcast?' by George the Poet (available on
podcast apps)
Tez Talks

This list includes some resources that explore race, identity and culture and
resources that simply have stories with characters representative of different
races. They are mixed in age range suitability. Some links are included below.
 
Books or Audiobooks

 
YouTube

 
Articles

 
TV

 
Film

 
Podcasts
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6dnj2IyYjE&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YrHIQIO_bdQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bhBbMrF8Z0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1bhBbMrF8Z0
https://www.gypsy-traveller.org/heritage/celebrating-gypsy-roma-and-traveller-history-month/
https://www.gypsy-traveller.org/heritage/celebrating-gypsy-roma-and-traveller-history-month/
https://metro.co.uk/2020/02/24/state-racism-new-series-will-explore-racism-uk-12143874/
https://gal-dem.com/
https://gal-dem.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b09qjg6t/episodes/downloads


We would love to hear how you got on.
 

If you have enjoyed these activities and would like some more, just get in
touch with Kids of Colour and we will send some over!

 
Roxy (Founder)

kidsofcolour@hotmail.com
 
 

@kidsofcolourhq
 


